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Introduction
Visual analytics are increasingly being used to help grasp the complexity and evolution of
scientific and technological (S&T) activities over time. Aims include understanding
concentrations of activity over S&T areas and across organizations. New and diverse analysis
and mapping methods, increasing computing power, and new software and network
algorithms enable this. Scientometrics is increasingly extending attention from research
publications to patent analyses, together aimed at understanding a range of innovation-related
phenomena.
Proposed Activities
This workshop presents the new global patent mapping and overlay technique on which
several of us have been working (Kay et al., 2012). In this session, we will present this patent
mapping technique that disaggregates IPC hierarchies and re-aggregates them based on crosscitation patterns. We compare our approach based on an analysis of European Patent Office
patents under the IPC8 regime versus what was previously found in the IPC7 regime.
Differences between the two patent maps and the reasons for these differences will be
explored. In addition, measures of technological distance will be presented for a set of patents
(case study on Nano-Enabled Drug Delivery -- NEDD) under each of the two regimes to
enable further comparisons. The implications for developing patent-mapping based indicators
will be explored. We intend to enrich that discussion by demonstrating the maps live,
allowing for exploration of suggested alterations real-time (to some degree).
Background
Some other patent maps also use IPC categories (c.f., Hinze et al 1997; Leydesdorff et al., in
press). Our approach differs in blending multiple class levels in the visualization. It also gets
at technological relationships not well-captured by the IPC classification per se. The
approach compensates for these issues by (1) disaggregating IPC categories, and (2)
reforming them based on citing-to-cited reference patterns.
Our IPC7 global patent map is based on citing-to-cited relationships among IPCs of European
Patent Office (EPO) patents from 2000-2006. This period was chosen because of its stability
with respect to IPC 7 categories. The dataset containing IPC relationships, extracted from the
Patstat database in 2010, represents more than 760,000 patent records in more than 400 IPC
categories.

Our methodology involves disaggregating, then folding IPC categories up into the next
highest level of aggregation to create 466 relatively similar sized categories (i.e. within two
orders of magnitude) for IPC7. The next step involves extracting from Patstat the patents
cited by the target records. The IPCs of those patents are mapped to the 466 IPC categories.
Data processing involves generating a cosine similarity matrix among citing IPC categories
and then factor analysis of the IPC categories (following the method used in global science
maps by Leydesdorff and Rafols (2009). A factor analysis of the citing-to-cited matrix among
IPC categories is then used to consolidate the 466 categories into 35 “macro patent
categories” that form the basis for color-coding the maps. The visualizations also require
converting IPC codes to succinct text labels. The full map of patents shows all 466 categories
in a Kamada-Kawai layout.
The new IPC8 patent map is similarly formulated. We capture some 1,000,000 PATSTAT
records for EPO patents from 2007. We increase the threshold for inclusion of IPC categories
from 1000 to 1500, to deal with a comparable magnitude of resulting categories. As before,
we grab the cited patent records and extract Cited IPC information. We obtain 434 categories
that factor analyze into 35 usable macro categories (accounting for some half of the variance)
plus a set of categories that do not load well on any factors . We construct both 434-node and
35 node maps, in Pajek and in VOSViewer. We present and contrast the basemaps, noting
their limitations, and a set of overlays for NEDD patenting.
Purpose and Intended Audience
The purpose of this workshop is to stimulate the discussion about patent mapping methods,
their potential and limitations. Based on the global map/overlay maps method developed by
the authors, we discuss findings and issues found in mapping NEDD and graphene patent
datasets and address specific questions such as:
 What are the benefits and drawbacks of mapping hybrid patent categories as opposed
to staying within patent classification systems (e.g., 3-digit classes, 4-digit subclasses)
 What indicators can be used to compare patent maps?
 How much change takes place in IPC/CPC categories and how does this change affect
maps from different classification systems (IPC 7 versus IPC8 versus CPC)?
 What level of change is deemed significant enough to call into question use of these
maps?
 What benefits and limitations exist in applying patent maps to different types of
technology portfolios?
Researchers, policy makers, and R&D managers can find value in patent maps to assess
where and how knowledge migrates and integrates across application areas. Exposure of the
approach and variations to the GTM community is vital to obtain feedback on the validity of
the representations, alternative presentation modalities, and advice on making the patent
overlay mapping accessible to our research community.
Workshop Logistics
1) Presentation and discussion of the basic patent mapping approach;
2) Examination and discussion of case studies (NEDD, Graphene), alternative
visualizations and tools;
3) Comparison of maps, indicators, measures of diversity;
4) Discussion of how best to provide easy access for mapping alternative patent data
resources; and,

5) Exploration of “next steps,” particularly concerning ways to combine science and
patent overlay mapping to gain richer perspective on ST&I dynamics.
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